- Install the lower compressor mount using the head bolts holes as shown.
- Install the upper compressor mount to the lower compressor mount as shown, but do not tighten.
- Install the T-adjuster to the compressor and install the hardware as shown, but do not tighten tighten.
- Install the compressor to the upper compressor mount, using the 1” spacer as shown.
- Install the T-adjuster through the top plate and install nut and washer.
- Slide the Upper Mount (06-403-2) forward/backward to adjust to the desired belt groove.
- Cars with factory air-conditioning pulleys will have three belt grooves on the crankshaft and water-pump pulley. In this case, the belt should be aligned from the the compressor to the front a/c belt-groove. Belt size will typically be between 59-62”, but can vary depending upon pulley diameter.
- Adjust T-adjuster to tension the belt by tightening or loosening the top-most threaded nut and tighten the bottom nut to secure into position.